Decay in time of undriven weakly collisional kinetic plasma turbulence in systems large compared 9 to the ion kinetic scales is investigated using fully electromagnetic particle-in-cell simulations ini-10 tiated with transverse flow and magnetic disturbances, constant density, and a strong guide field.
Similarity decay of energy in hydrodynamics was sug-52 gested by Taylor[12] , and made precise by von Kármán 53 and Howarth [13] who introduced the notion of self- but non-unique formulations (see e.g., [14] [15] [16] 
This generalizes the von Kármán-Howarth result [13] 
131
A summary of run parameters is given in Table I . Table. We initialize a Fourier is, R ± (r) = z ± (x) · z ± (x + r) for spatial average ...
161
and spatial lag r. We find the lag values L ± that solve 162 R + (L + ) = 1/e and R − (L − ) = 1/e where e = 2.71828....
163
This defines the outer scales L ± (t) at each time. Accord-
164
ing to the MHD decay hypothesis, the evolution of 
Normalizing the empir- We conclude that after a transient startup phase, the en- Having more such channels, the protons will be heated through the proton scales without producing dissipation.
296
In that case more of the energy arrives at electron scales 297 where damping will occur. 
